All the more surprise that Daniel Chua and Alexander Rehding, two very free-thinking music professors, could write a book as unique and inspiring as this, based upon this strange historical anomaly. A great book on music must twist our heads in new ways around this subject, and this one does that by making the hardest part of it the first, where our two interplanetary adventurers ask the simple question, “Who is music theory for?” Surely not for musicians, who just want to play. Certainly not for composers, who just want to tell us what to play. And listeners always know what they like and dislike. No, say Rehding and Chua, music theory has always been primarily for aliens, for those citizens of the galaxy who have no idea what music is or why anyone would want to care as much about it as humans do.

With such a bold opening they have produced a book as radical and inspiring as John Cage’s Silence. I do not say that lightly. This is one of the few music books that excites me on every page. The second section of is probably the most conventional, where the Golden Record is introduced as an interstellar tapestry that might “signal something deeply human to any alien who might care to listen. It is not so much the tones as the genre that seeks a connection. In the 1970s, mixtapes were highly personal home-spun compilations; they were a form of self-curation... Mixtapes were the first portable genre that fashioned music as the sound of personal identity on the go. They defined how humans moved in time and space. They literally sonified a distinctive way of being in the world.”

Along their path our authors ask if you too wish to become an ‘exomusicologist’ and prepare yourself to jam with the aliens. Exomusicology dreams of “uncovering the underlying glissandos in the data to rebuild the possibilities of alien reception... The Golden Record is the wormhole that delivers the data... We only need to get the aliens to fall in love with us... Mission impossible accomplished.”

The third part of the book presents as eloquent a series of six definitions of what music is as I have seen anywhere: music is a disclosure. A piece of music is an event. Music’s space-time event is measured in frequency. Music is information. Music is a network. Music is alien, it estranges. "Music blinks because it sees us first... We’ve come in peace, so now tune in, mind the gap, and make some noise. It’s over to you."

The end of the book suggests no end, but says: repeat, start again, read some more. This is a work that will take many readings to fully digest. (And I haven’t even said anything about the transparent moiré screen that is included to slide over the trippy pattern artworks by Takahiro Kurashima, but that’s part of the story too.) This is the worthiest heir to John Cage’s Zen questioning of music’s shape and form, without the old master’s fear of pop music or jazz.

Alien Listening is the best example we’ve yet seen of what 21st century music theory can be. It explains to us why music can be about everything without reducing its subjects to the numb face of data of any kind. Chua and Rehding celebrate an idea of music as vast as the universe itself. The aliens have been with us all along... in this strange thing called music that we can never define but always want to share... as far as our reach can go.